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Curves Ahead
 

Curves Ahead is a monthly online membership program that teaches
women how to build strategies around their biggest life goals in 5 key
areas. Curated specifically for all the trials and tribulations that women go
through, the program focuses on tackling the "The 5 Main Pillars of
Strength" to help each member create a unique roadmap to navigate
their personal journey. 
 
With a completely self-paced model, members have the luxury of using
the tools and resources at their discretion.  For those that want more
personalized help, members have the opportunity to follow along month
by month when new topics from each pillar are introduced.

Curves Ahead collects tested tools and resources from trusted industry
experts within all five pillar categories to deliver a new digital toolkit every
month. Members log on to the Curves Ahead website to watch teachings,
video tutorials, download worksheets and more! Our program is a one-
stop shop for information on navigating the toughest subjects and life
decisions that women face every day.
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About Melissa & Tina

We help our members by gathering informative resources,

facilitating access to knowledgeable experts, and creating a

safe, supportive community to grow in every area of life.

We truly believe that when women individually prioritize

their own goals, they can effectively come together to

empower each other to lead healthier and happier lives  -

and ultimately change the world.

Melissa is a certified communications
expert, a plus size advocate, side
hustle queen, productivity junkie and
a builder of a 6-figure corporate
career.

Tina is a certified personal trainer, a
masters-level community mental
health counselor, has over 20 years
of experience as a life integration
coach, is a mother of 7 children, a
domestic abuse survivor, and a loser
of 150 pounds.

Tina 

Melissa 
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First, and foremost, we have to say that we are so incredibly proud of the
entire Curves Ahead Tribe. We have all faced adversity this year. Together,
we found ways to grow and learn while embracing all the curves ahead.

We are also so grateful for all the love and support you've shown us.
Whether you signed up for our membership program, joined us during any
of our Facebook lives, participated in our Master Class or just followed
along on our social media channels - WE THANK YOU. 

As we embrace the holiday season, we wanted to offer this free holiday
edition of our Transformation Toolkit to help you tackle your goals with
confidence. 

We know that the holidays can be challenging, so we encourage you to
priortize what you want the next fews months to look like for your life. Ask
yourself: what do I want to accomplish? how will I keep my goals front and
center? Where do I fit into my schedule and how can I improve my MIND,
MONEY, BODY, CAREER and CONNECTION?

Remember, we are always here to support you and we love you so
much. Please have a safe, healthy, and enjoyable holiday.  

Our gift to you
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Instructions:  Take a moment to write down

your mission for each pillar of strength

during the holiday season. Writing down

your mission will help you plan ahead.  
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2020 Goal Setting 

Mind Money Body Career Connection

"Create the highest grandest vision

possible for your life, because you

become what you believe."

OPRAH WINFREY

My Mission this year is: My Mission this year is: My Mission this year is: My Mission this year is: My Mission this year is: 

This holiday season, I

want to have a more

positive mindset,

around spending

time with the  ones I

love.  

I want to keep being

smart about my

spending this

season. My mission is

to give gifts this year

that are meaningful

and thoughtful; not

expensive  

I'd like to avoid guilt

this season and

practice loving my

body every day, even

if it's hard to do so.

Tracking my food

and exercise will

help me stay

confident about

fueling my body. 

To set better

boundaries and

prioritize my

personal needs so I

can make time for

other areas of my life

outside of my career.

I want to focus on

making more  sweet

memories and taking

the time to be

present this season.
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Hey Triber, 
Use these examples as
inspo or create your own. 
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As Curves Ahead enters into a new chapter, we continue to

find new ways to bring you more resources to help you

personalize your own journey. We will be announcing  new

projects in 2021 and can't wait for you to be a part of it. We

look forward to sharing more details soon. 

Be sure to follow us @CurvesAheadTribe 

We are lining up our favorite experts to help
us bring more resources to all our members
We will also be offering new ways to interact
and learn from them. 

We have been wanting to put together
opportunities for all our members to meet in
person and it looks like we will be able to
make it happen soon! We are excited to share
more information soon! 
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Coming Soon

Retreats..

More Experts... 


